Hydraulic preservation of archaeological hypogeum based on digital survey techniques
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Abstract – Archaeological heritage protection starts with a complete understanding of the area’s morphology and the risk that threatens its integrity. With this aim, a multidisciplinary approach is applied. A hydraulic analysis based on a digital terrain survey is implemented to respond to archaeological questions. The case study is the Hypogeum of Calaforno (Ragusa, Sicily). This site is a unique representation of rock-cut architecture in terms of size and morphological features that render it one of the most important prehistoric monuments in Sicily. The analyses are performed to show the importance of a detailed digital survey, which allows an accurate investigation of the monument to determine the flow direction and identify the water accumulation zone. This study will help optimize flood risk mitigation measures inside the Hypogeum.

I. INTRODUCTION
The safeguard of archaeological sites and the desire to make them accessible increasingly affect more and more stakeholders. Recent studies highlight the relevance of fully understanding all the aspects that threaten these sites [1][2][3][4], involving several disciplines to ensure an optimal methodology of heritage preservation.

The Hypogeum of Calaforno was chosen as a case study for its particular historical, archaeological, and cultural characteristics, as well as for its intrinsic fragility and criticality associated with hydrogeological factors. The monument is located in the province of Ragusa and offers a unique representation of rock-cut architecture in terms of size and morphological features that render it one of the most important prehistoric monuments in Sicily [5][6]. The monument has significant problems of flooding which render the survey activities more difficult and, at the same time, complicate its archaeological interpretation.

The present work aims to implement the preservation of this archaeological site from hydraulic risk by integrating different professionalism. Regarding modern maintenance, our attention is focused on archaeological area analysis to accompany and assist general preservation and conservation efforts from hydraulic risks. Based on laser scanning methodologies, a digital survey is implemented to achieve a depth of knowledge of the site, which could give important information on the optimal drainage methodologies. A Digital Terrain Model (DTM) is built to allow an accurate knowledge of the area. In the GIS environment, hydraulic analyses of the DTM are carried out, and the main water paths inside the Hypogeum are reconstructed.

II. THE HYPOGEUM OF CALAFORNO
The Hypogeum of Calaforno (Fig. 1) has a monumental entrance formed by a sort of dromos, a complex external corridor built from large blocks, while all the rest of the monument is carved into the rock: the main entrance room (ca. 12 x 4 m) and an irregular route (100 m ca.) consisting of 35 rooms. A second entrance was added in the vicinity of room 17. All the rooms are circular in plan and vary in diameter from 1.5 to 3 m and height from 1.6 to 1.8 m, have concave floors and walls curve slightly up to the ceiling, which is perfectly flat.

The Hypogeum had different uses interspersed with periods of neglect. Its construction spanned from the Late Copper Age (ca. 2700-2200 BC) to the Early and Middle Bronze Age (ca. 2200-1250 BC) and was used until the final collapse of the entrance (ca. 1050 AD). It was initially used as a burial site, later becoming a ritual area to honor ancestors, and finally partially reoccupied as a cemetery and an industrial and stockage area or an animal shelter.

Notwithstanding its monumentality, after its identification in the 1970s by Lorenzo Guzzardi [7] the Hypogeum did not undergo systematic investigation until 2013, when archaeological research recommenced under the direction of P. Militello of the University of Catania [6][8] and, outside the Hypogeum, under the direction of S. Scerra and A.M. Sammito of the Soprintendenza BB.CC.AA. Ragusa [9].

During the archaeological research activity, among the problems of a practical nature, the researchers encountered some difficulties in surveys related to the presence of water in some rooms like the main entrance and the rooms from numbers 1 to 5 [10] [11]. Nowadays the Hypogeum presents significant problems of waterlogging, which are
more intense during violent floodings, such as those that occurred in 2017 and 2018. Although the preliminary archaeological excavation activities were concentrated on rooms not visibly subject to periodic flooding (nn. 1, 13, 17, 24, 26, 29, 30, 34, 35), in many cases the stratigraphy appeared partially altered not only by human activity but also by water infiltrations [8]. Therefore, sometime in the past, the presence of water may have affected a part of the Hypogeum, as well as the presence of a drain dug in the floor level of the main entrance room of the Hypogeum seems to confirm. It was probably functional to the outflow of water, demonstrating that already in the initial phase of use of this monument in the Late Copper Age [9], in this area of the Hypogeum a solution to the problem of periodic floods had to be sought.

III. METHODOLOGY

In the view of the situation described above, the morphological characteristics of the Hypogeum required a multidisciplinary collaboration. Indeed, an interdisciplinary working team is essential to investigate the different research topics discussed in this paper and, in particular, to assess the potential hydraulic risk of the sites, and preserve heritage for the future by individuating the optimal mitigation measures. The disciplines involved belong to the archaeological and engineering fields. The archaeologist analyzed the terrain stratigraphy to determine the historical use of Hypogeum. Moreover, those studies allow understanding of the chronological evolution, which leads to the current geomorphological shape of the terrain. However, the complex geometric characteristics of the site required the use of a laser scanner to solve the problems associated with traditional surveying techniques because of the very narrow interior spaces.

The application of digital survey techniques with mobile and terrestrial laser scanners allows us to document and analyze the complex spatiality of the Hypogeum. Moreover, a three-dimensional model is obtained to monitor archaeological sites subject to geological and hydraulic risk. In a GIS environment, by realizing a Digital Terrain Model (DTM), the main direction of the water inside the archaeological area is studied. Furthermore, the zone where water could accumulate is determined.

The proposed methodology aims to investigate the reasons for the current presence of water backwater in the interior rooms through an analysis of water outflows in the Hypogeum. The methodological proposal could be summarized in the following stages: 1) archaeological investigation of the site; 2) digital survey and 3D modelling; 3) DTM and GeoTIFF creation; 4) water flow direction analysis.

IV. DIGITAL SURVEY TECHNIQUES FOR THE CREATION OF THE HYPOGEUM DIGITAL TERRAIN MODEL

Digital survey techniques

The use of digital surveying technologies for metric acquisition, such as laser scanning, now makes it possible to obtain highly accurate three-dimensional models, which are especially useful in underground sites that present a complex configuration, characterised by narrow spaces and lack of light. For the Hypogeum survey, different types of laser scanners have been used and tested [12] [13] [14] [15]:

- the Leica Geosystem's P30 terrestrial laser scanner (scan rate: 1 million pts/sec, accuracy: 3mm at 50m; 6mm at 100m, ranges: up to 270 m, size: 238mm × 358mm × 395mm, weight: 12.25 kg), which produced a highly accurate point cloud of the interior rooms of the Hypogeum (about 230 million points);
- the Leica Geosystem's BLK360 Imaging Laser Scanner (scan rate: 360.000 pts/sec, accuracy: 6mm at 10m / 8mm at 20m, ranges: up to 60 m, size: H 165mm,
D 100mm, weight: 1 kg) for the survey of the dromos and the external structures of the Hypogeum;
- the Leica Geosystem's BLK2GO mobile laser scanner (scan rate: 420,000 pts/sec, ranges: up to 25 m, size: H 279mm, D 80mm, weight: 775 g), which generated at high speed a less detailed point cloud of all interior rooms of the Hypogeum (about 4.8 million point).

Measuring six geodetic ground control points in the open-air area near the two entrances using the Leica GS18 GNSS-RTK allows us to georeference the point cloud (geographical coordinate system: WGS84, 33N). Integrating the laser scanner results with the georeferenced points, we were able to build the DTM of the Hypogeum ground surface.

From point cloud to Digital Terrain Model
For the DTM of the Hypogeum underground and the external access areas, it was decided to use the point cloud obtained from the integration of the results of the three laser scanner adopted for the digital survey, as it presents not only the internal but also the external access areas to the Hypogeum. Figure 2 shows the final point cloud seen from the east, where the relation between the terrain orography and the underground part of the Hypogeum can be seen. Using Leica Geosystem's 3DR software, it was possible to create the polygonal model of the hypogeum's ground plan, setting the parameters of maximum ground slope, mesh detail level and output type. This made it possible to automatically remove the top of the interior rooms, external vegetation and particularly noisy points (Fig. 2).

For the later water flow direction analysis to be conducted in a Geographic Information Systems (GIS) a Geotiff file of the area was used, obtained by CloudCompare open-source software. The digital survey allowed us to obtain a Digital Terrain Model (DTM) with different soil resolutions, specifically, 1,00 meters, 0,5 meters, and 0,2 meters (Fig. 3).

V. RESULTS
The Digital Terrain Model (DTM) obtained is studied in a Geographic Information Systems (GIS) environment, as shown in Fig.4.

Analyzing the DTMs in a Geographic Information Systems (GIS) environment, the flow directions and the accumulation flow were determined in the whole basin and inside the Hypogeum. Those features enable the individuation of the minimum soil level.
Considering a 300 years return time value, the numerical simulation performed on the whole basin [10] showed that the water rods rise to 2.5 m, reaching the hypogeum area. Moreover, the flow directions and the accumulation flow determined allowed us to reconstruct the soil profile inside the Hypogeum by joining these lowest points. The analysis results are shown in Fig.5.

Fig. 4. Calaforno Hypogeum localization in GIS environment.

The terrain profile in Fig.5-A showed that, before the Hypogeum entrance, there is a little layer (between points B and C). Then, there is a downward slope toward the inner part of the Hypogeum (point D, which corresponds to room 5). Point F is the second entrance of the Hypogeum. From point B to point D the terrain slope is about 3.56 %; from point F to point D, the terrain slope is about 7.52 %. It is immediately noticed that, in the West rooms of Hypogeum, the water that goes inside from one of the two entrances, or maybe by infiltration from the terrain above, cannot get out. A similar situation exists on the East part of the Hypogeum (Fig. 5-B). The slope of the ground tends to the inner part of the monument. The slope between point B to point H is about 7.44%. These preliminary pieces of information will be used to implement a suitable methodology to mitigate the flood risk inside the Hypogeum and to make it more accessible.

Fig. 5. The planimetric view of the lowest points inside the Hypogeum and the altimetric profile of the terrain.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The research conducted on the Hypogeum revealed the importance of an interdisciplinary methodological approach on a site of high archaeological relevance, of difficult access and with flooding problems that require accurate investigations. To mitigate the flood risk, it is essential to accurately know the internal geometric configuration and understand how the water goes inside the Hypogeum. Moreover, from the archaeological point of view, to highlight differences between the actual and the past waterlogging conditions. The analyses were done to help in understanding some aspects until now observed by archaeologists, such as the constant presence of stagnant water in the first part of the Hypogeum. Considering the above, the downward slope towards room 5 can explain the drain dug in the main entrance room, excavated to facilitate the water outflow. The use of digital surveying technologies made it possible to investigate the perfect morphology of the interior and exterior environments of the Hypogeum and to obtain a georeferenced three-dimensional model of the entire site useful for current and future archaeological and hydraulic investigations.
The previous analyses [10] proved that only considering a 300 years return time value, the water can reach the Hypogeum entrance and flow inside it. Archaeological research highlighted the existence of soil layers altered by water infiltrations in many rooms, which demonstrates how, sometime in the past, the presence of water may have affected the entire Hypogeum or at least a good part of it. By observing the surrounding area, it was possible to notice that Calaforno is located under an accumulation reservoir used to power an old mill. This element, along with the terrain configuration and the intense vegetation, allows us to assume that the water table is over the Hypogeum. It means that the water goes inside by infiltration. However, nowadays it is extremely complicated to determine the past water table conditions. Indeed, the water table level could be influenced by different vegetation densities. For example, if this area had been arid in the ancient period, the water table would have been lower than the Calaforno area, this monument would have been dry, and it would have been used for burial functions without water infiltration problems.

In the light of the analyses presented, future works will aim to plan an optimal pumping system that will ensure a dry condition inside the Calaforno area.
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